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Introduction
There is no doubt that technology is transforming how companies run their 
businesses. The pace of change is exciting, but it also creates risks that 
many companies aren’t equipped to address. After all, they are experts in 
their own industries- not in IT. 

In this eBook, we describe the issues business leaders need to consider 
when it comes to their IT infrastructure. We provide clear explanations 
of common IT challenges that businesses face today, and offer concrete 
advice that leaders in any company can follow to make smart decisions 
about their IT infrastructure without having to become an IT expert. 

Please reach out with any questions about the content in this book, or if we 
can support your business in any way.

Epic, a Bell MTS company 
204 453-2300 / epic.ca
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Putting aces in their places

Virtually every business uses technology in some way—whether for 
creating and storing electronic files, maintaining customer databases, 
executing web-based advertising, receiving electronic payment or 
operating an e-business. The faster technology evolves, the harder it is for 
business leaders to keep up. New products are being announced almost 
every day, security updates are released at irregular intervals, and new 
storage and retrieval systems are offering more options to companies that 
need to store and access information. All of that happens on top of the day-
to-day business you know best.

Even companies that have their own in-house technical support face 
these challenges because there’s simply too much for a small team to 
keep up with. The research alone can be a full-time job, in addition to 
serving the regular needs of customers and employees. At the same time, 
our collective reliance on technology means it’s more important than ever 
for organizations to stay on top of new developments because we can’t 
function effectively without the right IT systems.

So how can you be sure that your company is using the most up-to-date 
software and data storage systems? How do you reliably assess whether 
you’re getting the performance and value you need from your network? 
How do you stay up-to-date on new security threats and backup methods? 
With cloud computing, small- and medium-sized businesses can now take 
advantage of enterprise tools and services in completely new ways. Keep 
reading to learn more about how it works. 
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Chapter 1: 

It’s Okay to Have Your Head 
in the Cloud(s)
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What it is

Whether you provide lawn care services or tax 
advice, your business deals with some kind of 
data—everything from employee emails and 
inventory data to customer transactions and 
financial records. Your data also includes the programs that you run: the 
software you use to run your email, the databases you use to track your 
inventory, and the applications you run to dispatch calls or ring sales 
through the cash register. 

All of this data used to be stored directly on your company’s local servers, 
but today, cloud computing is changing how data is handled. Cloud 
computing is a system for storing and accessing data and applications 
through the Internet, instead of keeping all of the information on a local 
server or personal computer.

The everyday cloud 

Popular social media platforms 
are examples of cloud computing. 
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, 
LinkedIn— all of these “services” 
contain vast amounts of information 
that you can access when you log 
into your account, but none of it 
is stored on your local computer. 
Online banking is another 
example—the information is stored 
remotely, managed by a third party, 
and accessed via the Internet.
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With the cloud, as long as you have Internet 
access, you can get whatever information you need 
from your system at any time, whether you are 
accessing that information from your smart phone, 
laptop or tablet. Simply put, cloud computing lets 
you store more data, securely and affordably.  

Not all clouds are the   
same shape

Cloud computing comes in 
different forms. A “public cloud” is 
a shared resource, where many 
organizations have data stored 
on the same physical equipment, 
but the storage is architected as 
“multi-tenant” meaning client data 
is kept secure and private. It is 
hosted and managed by a third 
party, like Epic. A company using 
a public cloud doesn’t have to buy 
or house the hardware needed to 
store its information; the data is 
segregated and secure, and the 
costs associated with storing it are 
dispersed across all the users of the 
infrastructure. 

A “private cloud” works the same 
way, but the equipment is dedicated 
to a single organization. Many larger 
organizations operate their own 
private clouds, either at offsite data 
centres owned by the company, or 
with service providers like Epic who 
provide private cloud services by 
managing dedicated equipment for 
their clients.

Many organizations choose to use 
a combination of private and public 
clouds, which is referred to as a 
“hybrid” cloud. This can include any 
mix of local storage and public and 
private cloud storage.
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Why It Matters

Every piece of data takes up electronic space, and that can get expensive. 

From high-resolution images and videos to smartphone apps, to custom-
built software programs that power your business, they all need to be 
stored somewhere. As software applications have become more powerful 
and dynamic, Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) has become an attractive 
alternative to buying a program that needs to be installed locally and 
updated on a regular basis. 

SaaS is a software distribution model in which applications are hosted by 
a vendor or service provider such as Epic, a Bell MTS company, and made 
available to customers over a network, typically the Internet. Benefits of 
the SaaS model include:

• Easier administration
• Automatic updates and patch management
• Compatibility and easier collaboration because all users have the 

same version of software
• Global accessibility
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You don’t have to worry about keeping the software current; your provider 
supplies all the updates and security patches as soon as they’re available. 

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) works the same way, but for IT 
infrastructure such as email servers and storage systems. An IaaS provider 
offers you “raw” computing, storage and network infrastructure so you can 
load your own software, including operating systems and applications, 
onto this infrastructure.

Using the pooled resources of an IaaS provider saves you the capital cost 
of buying equipment, but always provides access to exactly what you need.

When data goes big

The explosion of big data due to advances in technology makes the cloud approach increasingly 
relevant. Even small- and medium-sized businesses are collecting more data than ever before. 
The rise of the “Internet of Things” and new advances in web analytics mean that companies 
can collect information on everything, from their web traffic to the buying patterns of their 
customers based on GPS location data. However, more data needs more storage, and it’s 
expensive for smaller companies to buy their own infrastructure for storing and retrieving this 
information.

The latest technology developments mark the first time in the history of computing that smaller 
companies have access to the same tools as the technology giants. “As-a-Service” offerings 
mean you no longer have to be a huge enterprise to take advantage of enterprise-grade 
tools and infrastructure. Powerful database applications like SQL used to be the domain of 
large companies because they were expensive to purchase and required special expertise to 
maintain, but new cloud services have levelled the playing field. Now organizations of any size 
can gain a competitive advantage by adopting modern cloud technology and partnering with 
service providers who maintain it.
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What to Look For

The biggest advantages of “as-a-Service” offerings are that they’re 
scalable and flexible. When assessing your options, think about your 
unique business cycles. Do all of your employees need access to the same 
software programs? Do they use them at the same time? Does the size 
of your team fluctuate with peak periods?  Your Software-as-a-Service 
(SaaS) solution has to be flexible enough to accommodate the way your 
company works. 

Because cloud solutions are customizable, you can scale your services 
based on your needs, even if your needs change regularly. Does your 
business have peak busy periods, such as increased retail sales around 
the holidays, seasonal orders, or special events? Look for solutions that 
give you the bandwidth you need at peak times, without paying for unused 
bandwidth at slower times. 
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How You Benefit

Storing data in the cloud and using cloud-based 
applications can save you both time and money. 
Taking advantage of SaaS and IaaS services 
means you don’t have to spend time maintaining 
and updating equipment and programs yourself. 
That results in using less office space, as well 
as lower energy and utility costs. For small- and 
medium-sized businesses, it is also more cost 
effective than hiring an internal resource who 
needs to be a jack-of-all-trades. 

With the pay-as-you-go pricing model, IaaS 
offerings are designed so you only pay for the 
resources you use. Your in-house IT staff can 
also use the self-service portal to order, modify 
or add services. Instead of working on low-level 
maintenance and support tasks, they can focus 
on higher-value work that contributes to your 
company’s growth.

As technology changes so quickly, it is no longer 
practical for a small IT department to keep up 
with security protocols by applying patches. 
A specialized service provider like Epic is in a 
better position to assess security needs on a 
large scale basis, because it can continuously 
monitor security on a minute-by-minute basis—
something that even the best IT staff doesn’t 
have time to do.

Security is the most common 
concern raised by organizations 
when it comes to the cloud. 
However, most industry analysts 
consider the cloud to be as secure, 
or more so than on-premises 
solutions. That’s because many 
organizations don’t actually know 
how secure (or insecure) their own 
infrastructure is. Recent studies 
show that security breaches are 
not even detected for an average of 
205 days.

Cloud providers devote enormous 
energy to meeting the security 
needs of their customers—they 
couldn’t stay in business if they 
didn’t. As a dedicated service 
provider, Epic can perform 
monitoring and analysis that would 
be too time-consuming for most 
organizations to undertake. As 
a result, cloud platforms actually 
experience fewer attacks than 
on-premises systems; one study 
showed that on-premises security 
was attacked more than twice as 
often as cloud provider platforms.

Even when your data is stored in 
the cloud, you are the only one 
who can access your files and 
accounts, unless you specify 
otherwise. Your data is safe and is 
backed up.
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Chapter 2: 

B is for Back-Up — 
Always Have a Plan B
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What It Is

Back-up solutions are about making a copy of your data so if something 
goes wrong you have a way to restore it. Data might need to be recovered 
for many reasons, such as a localized equipment failure (for example if 
the hard drive crashes, or a laptop is stolen), a security breach such as a 
cyber-attack or a physical break-in, or human error.

Back-up solutions can range from very simple to very sophisticated. They 
can back up to a local location, a remote data centre (more secure), or the 
cloud (even more secure). Solutions can be fine-tuned to ensure that your 
data is backed up as quickly as possible, with minimal bandwidth.

Having a modern system to regularly back up your most valuable data is 
like having an insurance policy for your business operations—it usually 
stays in the background, but its value becomes evident the instant you 
need to call on it.  
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Why It Matters

In most business operations, losing data could mean losing revenue, 
productivity or customer confidence—all of which have short- and long-
term impacts on your business. You can mitigate these risks with back-up 
solutions that are appropriate for your business. 

According to a study by the Enterprise Strategy Group, 53% of organizations 
can tolerate less than one hour of downtime before they experience a 
significant revenue loss or other adverse business impact. That means 
real recovery can save businesses a significant amount of money.

In addition, many industries need to comply with regulatory requirements 
for protecting data. Federal and provincial Freedom of Information 
and privacy laws regulate how public organizations manage personal 
information. Specific rules apply in the healthcare sector for the protection 
of patient records. Companies in the financial sector and private pension 
plans are subject to specific rules set by the Office of the Superintendent 
of Financial Institutions. Companies that process credit card payments 
also have specific standards to meet. Financial audits have also become 
intricately linked to IT systems, and having a secure way to back up 
important information has become a basic expectation among auditors. 
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Old methods of backing up information, such as copying data to back-up 
tapes or disk drives, are no longer consistent with current best practices, 
and don’t provide sufficient protection from the most common risks that 
businesses face. Back-up tapes or drives that are stored on-site don’t 
protect your data from emergencies such as break-ins, and are also prone 
to human error. Performing local back-ups and then moving the storage 
devices to an off-site location also introduces additional risks, such as loss 
or theft. At one time, these were the best—and sometimes the only—
options for small- and medium-sized businesses. 

Now, with advances in cloud computing, having back-up stored off-site in 
the cloud is the best way for businesses of any size to ensure access to 
that data-  even when the physical location is compromised.
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What to Look For

Some businesses need to have their data backed up every day; others 
may need to back up more often. Just like other cloud services, back-up 
services should be tailored to suit your business needs. 

An IT solutions provider like Epic, which has experience in your industry, 
can recommend back-up services to fit your situation, including helping you 
make appropriate decisions about encryption (to keep your data secure) 
and latency (to make sure you can retrieve your data as quickly as you 
need to). 
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How You Benefit

Every business needs to have a way to ensure they don’t lose valuable 
information about their employees, their customers and their business. 
Having a cloud-based back-up solution to protect your business will 
minimize disruptions and mitigate risks, which will save you money, time 
and potentially your reputation. 

Acquiring these services through an experienced provider like Epic also 
means that you don’t need to do the heavy lifting when back-up data needs 
to be retrieved. Our expert team is only a phone call away, and can work 
with you to restore your data with minimum downtime, to meet the strictest 
service level expectations. 

Backing up your data isn’t a luxury, it’s a necessity. It’s also the first step in 
being prepared for larger scale disasters.
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Chapter 3: 

Disaster Recovery — 
Expect the Unexpected
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What It Is

Back-up systems are about securing your data; disaster recovery is 
about ensuring business continuity. What would your organization do if 
there were a fire or a flood? Do you have a secondary location you could 
work from? How would you gain access to your employee and financial 
records in order to pay your employees? How much downtime would your 
customers tolerate before they lost confidence in your services, or turned 
to a competitor?

All business systems are vulnerable to catastrophic events like power 
failures, human error and natural disasters. Reestablishing a viable 
communication system and replicating your IT systems and data are the 
first steps to getting back to business. Having a disaster recovery plan for 
your data, which is part of any effective Business Continuity Plan, provides 
a roadmap for your company to follow when something unexpected 
happens. It identifies the core functions—and data— you need to access, 
and establishes where and how those functions can be replicated so you 
can get back to work. This will vary, depending on the type of business 
you’re in, and what your priorities are. Some businesses may want to 
maintain services for only their largest customers; others may want to 
focus on offering fewer key services to all customers.

Disaster Recovery plans provide a step-by-step process for responding 
to a disruptive event. Procedures should ensure an easy-to-use and 
repeatable process for recovering damaged IT assets and returning them 
to normal operation as quickly as possible. 

Before you can generate a detailed recovery plan, you’ll need to perform 
a risk assessment (RA) and/or business impact analysis (BIA) to identify 
the IT services that support your organization’s critical business activities. 
Then, you’ll need to establish recovery time objectives (RTOs) and recovery 
point objectives (RPOs).
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Why It Matters

No one foresees catastrophic events, but, although rare, they do happen 
and can leave a business in ruins. According to the United States Federal 
Emergency Management Agency, 40% of businesses never reopen after a 
disaster, and of those who do, only 29% are still operating after two years. 

Similarly, studies suggest that almost 25% of small- and medium-sized 
businesses have no off-site back-up in place today, and more than half still 
rely on physical back-ups by tape or disk. Furthermore, 87% of businesses 
say failure to recover data would damage business; 23% say it would be 
“disastrous”.

Disaster recovery plans can’t prevent disasters from happening, but they 
can help you get back to business faster, and with less long-term impact.
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What to Look For

A disaster recovery plan should focus on the core elements of your business 
that you need to get up and running as soon as possible after an incident. 
How much downtime is acceptable if something catastrophic happens? If 
employees couldn’t get to work and couldn’t access data, how would you 
function? Could you operate from a different location, even if on a smaller 
scale? What information or data is most critical for you to access? Will you 
have access to a power source to operate your equipment?

A disaster recovery provider can work with you to:
• Identify the highest-priority business functions that need to be re-

covered
• Weigh the cost/benefit for ensuring various business functions are 

restored (i.e. some things cost too much to warrant restoring right 
away)

• Ensure that the disaster recovery plan covers internal and external 
communications, roles and responsibilities, and multiple contingen-
cies based on potential worst-case scenarios

Cloud-based disaster recovery solutions offer a cost-effective solution 
by leveraging IaaS to provide access to the equipment and service you 
need, regardless of where you’re performing your business activities. This 
means you don’t have the financial and administrative burden of having to 
duplicate your systems.
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How You Benefit

A disaster recovery plan can save your business and your livelihood by 
helping you resume operations as quickly as possible. You benefit by:

• Mitigating your company’s exposure to risk
• Making the costs incurred with disasters more predictable
• Minimizing outages and issues from the customer’s point of view
• Ensuring that your assets and security will be maintained even if a 

disaster occurs

Epic, in conjunction with Bell MTS Data Centres, can help you assess your 
needs. This includes consulting with your team about what business functions 
are most critical, documenting and testing the plan, and helping you develop 
a strategy to share the plan with your employees so that everyone knows 
how to activate the plan, if needed. 
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Chapter 4: 

It’s Time to Decide
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The sheer magnitude of options available is why Epic specializes in guiding 
business leaders through these decisions, with a full suite of services that 
companies can rely on to support their operations. 

Epic is a leader in cloud computing. As a Bell MTS company and Canadian 
provider, we are held to the highest level of service excellence, security 
and regulatory compliance, and through Bell MTS can reestablish both 
communications and IT systems quickly should a disaster occur.

Epic offers customers access to a complete portfolio of Infrastructure and 
Software-as-a-Service cloud solutions. Epic’s SaaS and IaaS offerings 
give you access to detailed information about how your company is using 
IT resources, so you can maximize your IT investment without having to do 
hours of detailed analysis yourself. Epic provides an advanced self-service 
portal, where transparent pricing and metering information allow you to 
easily identify the software applications that are most and least used. This 
information allows you to pinpoint areas where costs can be reduced. 
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Epic also provides comprehensive back-up and disaster recovery services, 
so you can be confident that if an emergency happens there is a plan in 
place to get you back on track. Epic’s cloud-based offerings, including 
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) and 
SQL database services, can provide the IT infrastructure you need, so 
that you can invest your energy where it has the greatest value to your 
business.

Working closely with Bell MTS Data Centres, Epic’s Unified Cloud 
Replication Services gives you real-time data replication and immediate 
disaster recovery so you never have to worry about major data loss or 
downtime. The software provides you with the most comprehensive 
recovery solutions for your virtual servers by combining server replication 
with failover capabilities and high availability.
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Epic’s Unified Cloud Replication Services allows you to:

• Replicate data easily and in real time
• Use your existing network
• Rely on failover execution within minutes

Our services are powered by enterprise-grade virtualization technology, 
and your data always resides in Canada at the purpose-built Bell MTS 
Data Centres facility.
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Epic Checklist

Do you have adequate in-house support to meet all of your company’s 
IT needs?

Does your IT staff have time to contribute to strategic IT planning amid 
the day-to-day challenges of maintaining the integrity of your systems?

Are you confident that you have reliable back-up processes, as well as 
the in-house resources to efficiently implement them?

Does your back-up process include off-site storage to protect against 
on-site disruptions?

Do you have a current disaster recovery plan that has been tested and 
communicated to employees?

If you have answered “no” to any of these questions, contact an Epic 
representative today so that we can start helping you make decisions that 
will support your business. 

    epic.ca


